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Huize Bergen, Vught, The Netherlands, Dec 13-15, 2010

3. Snippet Retrieval

2. Tweet Contextualization

1. Linked Data

4. Social Book Search

Four Tracks in 2013
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OVERVIEW OF THE 
LINKED DATA TRACK 

Sairam Gurajada  Jaap Kamps  Arunav Mishra 
Ralf Schenkel  Martin Theobald  Qiuyue Wang 



Corpus: DBpedia/YAGO + Wikipedia

Investigate textual and highly structured data
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Adhoc Task 

Task:  
Return ranked list of results in response to an unstructured keyword query 

144 Ad-hoc Task search topics 

<topic id="2013345"> 
  <title>country German language</title> 
  <description> 
     In which country is German 
     the predominant spoken language? 
  </description> 
</topic> 

<topic id="2009035"> 
  <title>Bermuda Triangle</title> 
    <description>Find information 
about the Bermuda Triangle. 
    </description> 
    <narrative>The Bermuda Triangle 
is a miracle, where many mysterious 
things have happened and still yet 
no reasonable explanation available. 
I would like to know everything 
about the Bermuda Triangle.  
Articles introducing the Bermuda 
Triangle, mysterious things which 
happened in the Bermuda Triangle, 
scientific findings about the 
Bermuda Triangle, or even guesswork 
about the Bermuda Triangle are 
relevant. </narrative></topic> 

72 Adhoc topics from 2009/2010 72 single-entity Jeopardy topics 

Entity retrieval using textual/structured data
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Jeopardy Task 

Goal: Investigate retrieval techniques over natural-language Jeopardy clues manually 
translated into SPARQL query patterns with additional keyword-based filter conditions. 

<topic id=“2012374” category=“Politics”>!
  <jeopardy_clue>!
    Which German politician is a successor of another politician!
    who stepped down before his or her actual term was over,!
    and what is the name of their political ancestor?!
  </jeopardy_clue>!
  <keyword_title>!
    German politicians successor other stepped down before!
    actual term name ancestor!
  </keyword_title>!
  <sparql_ft>!
    SELECT ?s ?s1 WHERE {!
      ?s1 rdf:type dbpedia:class/yago/GermanPoliticians.!
      ?s1 dbp:successor ?s.!
      FILTER FTContains (?s, stepped down early).!
    }!
  </sparql_ft>!
</topic>!

Value of Semantic Annotation
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Results: Adhoc single-entity topics 

Jeopardy topics are more difficult 

Ad hoc: Structured helped the best run(s)

Jeopardy!: Jury still out...



Tweet Contextualization: evaluating 
user oriented focused information 

retrieval systems 
Given a tweet, the user wants to be able to 

understand it by reading a short textual summary 
extracted from the wikipedia 

Organizers : Patrice Bellot, Véronique Moriceau, 
Josiane Mothe, Eric SanJuan, Xavier Tannier 

contextweet@limsi.fr 



Task description  

  What International Women's Day is?  

  Who Francesca Woodman is? 

  What kind of art it is? 

  Where this exhibition is? 

  What Guggenheim Museum is? 

  ... 

On #InternationalWomensDay, we are proud to present our new Francesca 
Woodman exhibition opening Mar 16: http://t.co/AyuRH1OF 

From : Guggenheim Museum 

Tweet Contextualization Track



Task description  

  Given a tweet and its metadata 
-  Select a number of related passages from 

Wikipedia 
-  Order them so that it's a comprehensive 

contextualization of the tweet 
→ Multi-document summarization / answer 

      aggregation 

  Evaluation: 
-  Informativeness 
-  Readability 



From factual to opinionated tweets    
  2011: tweets from news accounts (NYT, BBC)  

-  Require advanced summarization algorithms 

  2012: personal factual tweets 

-  Require query disambiguation and expansion 

  2013: random informative tweets  
-  Require hash tag preprocessing and/or advanced NLP 

pre-processing tools 

  Pilot task in Spanish : ambiguous and funny tweets 

  Evaluation metrics: 

-  Informativity:  
  textual q-rels based on manual runs by organizers and 

pooling 



2013 results 

  24 runs submitted by 13 teams 
-  9 countries (Brasil, Canada, 

France,India, Ireland, Mexico, Russia, 
Spain, USA) 

  Best participating system in 
informativity (LIA-Avignon & LINA-
Nantes)  
-  used hashtag preprocessing.  
- Using all available tweet features 

including improve informativity scores. 
  Best participant system in readability 



Matt$Trappett$$(QUT),$Shlomo$Geva$(QUT),$$
Andrew$Trotman$(Otago),$Falk$Scholer$(RMIT),$$

Mark$Sanderson$(RMIT).$



Summarization cast as Snippet Retrieval



Relevance)Assessment)
  SnippetSbased$assessment$

  Assessor$reads$through$the$20$snippets$for$each$topic,$
and$judges$each$as$relevant/irrelevant.$

  Runs$are$shuffled$so$that$topics$from$each$run$are$
spread$evenly$amongst$all$assessors$

 DocumentSbased$assessment$
  The$set$of$documents$is$the$same$for$all$runs.$
  Assessed$multiple$times.$

 Evaluation$is$based$on$comparing$these$two$sets$of$
judgments.$



Preliminary)results)
Rank% Participant% Run% Score%

1$ IRIT$ snippets_2013_knapsack$ 0.5352$

2$ QUT$ QUT_2013_Focused$ 0.4774$

3$ QUT$ QUT_2013_Focused_Split$ 0.4732$

4$ IRIT$ snippets_2013_MW$ 0.4605$

5$ S$ SR2013SBaseline$ 0.4025$

Track did run (too) late -- few submissions 



Overview of the INEX 
2013 Social Book Search 

Track
Marijn Koolen, Gabriella Kazai, Michael Preminger, 

Antoine Doucet, Toine Bogers	

!

24 September 2013	

INEX@CLEF,  Valencia, Spain



Professional vs. Social data 



Topic 
title

Group 
name

Narrative

Recommended 
books

380 topics + recommendations from the LT forum



Pre- & Post Cataloguing



SBS Task Results

Detailed results discussed in the INEX sessions



Task 2: “Prove it” task against scanned books

“Structure Extraction” task @ ICDAR



“TTFKAC” joins as “Interactive Social Book Search”!	


+ Vivien Petras, Birger Larsen, Toine Bogers, Elaine Toms, 
Mark Hall, Preben Hansen, Mette Skov, Monica Landoni, …



Tweet Contextualization Task investigates understanding a tweet by providing a background 
summary generated from multiple Wikipedia pages (in collaboration with the RepLab Lab)

Social Book Search Task investigates relative value of authoritative metadata and user-generated 
content using data from Amazon and LibraryThing, and user profiles and personal catalogues

Interactive Social Book Search Task investigates information seeking behavior for realistic 
task scenarios, and how the user interface impacts search and the search experience

Linked Data Task investigates complex questions against DBpedia/Wikipedia, with SPARQL 
queries expressing natural language search cues (in collaboration with the QA Lab)



Also a fun track at TREC!


